Name Emily Dalrymple

1. How many musicians are needed to perform a trio sonata? __4__

2. What is a ritornello? *orchestra part of a concerto* *Theme in concerto grosso*

3. What form is usually used in the third movement of a symphony? Minueto

4. Briefly, how did the classical period orchestra differ from the Baroque orchestra? *Classical orchestra had 4 sections where Baroque usually had only 2*

5. What is a movement? *A section in a Symphony*

6. What classical form is based on spaced repetition? Rondo

7. How many movements are there in a typical classical concerto? __4__

8. What is the theme in a fugue called? Subject

9. What is a suite? *A dance piece of music with sections based on dances*

10. In an opera there are two styles of singing, recitative and __aria__

11. In a fugue, what is an episode? *Period of music that did not have the Theme*

12. The Classical period was from:
   a. 1780-1830
   b. 1750-1820
   c. 1760-1850

13. What was meant by the term monody? *Single melody* *Homophony, single voice accompaniment*

14. What is a symphony? *Piece with movements written for an orchestra*
15. What form is used for Baroque dances? \textit{ABA binary}

16. Who was the composer of \textit{Dido and Aeneas}? \textit{Purcell}

17. How does an oratorio differ from an opera? \textit{Oratorio is religious in content and lacked characters and sets.}

18. How many soloists would there be in a typical classical concerto? \textit{Two}

19. What was the most favored keyboard instrument of the classical period? \textit{Piano}

20. True or False: melodies in Baroque pieces were simple and easy to remember.

21. True or False: The Baroque orchestra consisted primarily of brass instruments.

22. What is the meaning of the term sonata as a genre? \textit{A distinct style of music, \textit{a multi-movement work for one or two instruments}}

23. What is the second section in a sonata called? \textit{Development.}

24. One of the most famous classical pieces of all time is the \textit{Messiah}. Who composed this oratorio? \textit{Handel}

25. What is meant by the term chamber music? \textit{Music intended for playing in a small area by few musicians}

II Listening. 10 pts each. Name the composer and title.

\textit{Corelli Sonata de Chiesa \textit{Vivaldi Concerto}}
III Matching. 2 pts each

1. exposition  
   a. Allemande

2. dance in triple meter  
   b. binary form

3. sermon in music  
   c. Harpsichord with cello

4. ABABCA  
   d. 3rd section in sonata form

5. baroque dance  
   e. German hymn

6. chamber music  
   f. Minuet

7. AB  
   g. Cantata

8. recapitulation  
   h. String quartet

9. chorale  
   i. rondo form

10. continuo  
    j. 1st section in sonata form